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SOME ANALYTICAL ASPECTS OF THE MOSSBAUER SPECTROMETRY

General points of view

The "Mossbauer spectrometry" got some importance aa an analytical tool of broad applicabil-

ity as early as a few years Eft->r the discovery of the Koeebauer effect. Since then it waa

applied in nearly all fields of science, but most frequently in physical chemistry and in

solid state physics. Of course, the term "analytical tool" ia ueed here in its modern mean-

ing of a method suitable for the analysis of microstrudcures, of chemical bonding, of magnet-

ic an electric interactions, of dynamical effects, etc. It is neither possible nor neces-

sary to give here a comprehensive review about all these applications. But the development

during the last few years shows that today the llossbauer speotrometry plays an important

role as an analytical tool in its more classical meaning in chemistry, too. Thue we will

consider it as a method which yields inforsstion about the kind and concentration of the

components of an unknown material. As to that we have to distinguish between qualitative,

semiquaatitative, and quantitativeenalysis, in terms of which the analytical applications

are to be discussed.

Comparing it with other well-taown analytical methods we have to note that the Moeebauer

spectrometry shows several peculiarities:

1. It is a nondestructive method, i.e. normally the sample will not undergo any alteration

during the measurement.

1.1 Рог transmission measurements a sample preparation ie necessary in order to have a

sufficiently thin and extended specimen. Therefore thie method is not completely non-

destructive, but it allowB a convenient mea3uranent in a relatively short time.

1.2 By using a scattering geometry a completely nondestructive method can be realized.

However, longer measuring times are required for this, and the dependence of the res-

ponse on the penetration depth must be taken into acoount. In that case surface с.ою»

pounds (as for example, corrosion products) can be studied very effectively. Variatiaae

of the depth dependence are possible by detecting secondary x-rays or conversion elec-

trons instead of the scattered Moesbauer^-radiation (eee for exassple, /1-3/)»

2. The Mossbauer method is extremely selective. In the spectrum a resonance line can be

expected only if nuclei of the same kind as used in the source are present in the sample.

This fact has two aspects:

2.1 The admixture of strange components cannot affect the result, it only diminishee the

transmission. Therefore, for example, we have the possibility to investigate rust layera

beneath a paint coating. On the other hand, the appearencs of any resonance line shows

the existence of the element in question.
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2.2 he tnle firot aupset ehose the advantages of the analytical selectivity, it can be con-

sidered also aa a rootrictiou in applicability ae well: Practically only a few eleaents

can be uoed for MSaabsuer analysis, end eaong thesa there Is none of the light elements

ploying the moat important role in organic compounds. Some of the Moaebauer elementa,

however, play an important role in technology, la mineralogy, aa in organometallic

ehemiatry. Tiiua, the greatest interest in this nethod is connected with these fields.

3. The method ie structure sensitive. Line positions, Intensity relations, and line shapes

depend on the local fielda and dynealsal influences. Thus, tbeae parameters are charac-

teristic for the distisetion of different eubetences and, therefore,two analytical pos-

sibilities aro opened:

3.1 A distinction bet»een different compounds ID a mixture (and between different bonds in

a compound) la possible.

3.2 A distinction between different modifications cf fi compound ie possible.

4. bfosobauor spectre ore measurable only In the solid state. However, a certain weakening

of this restriction le given by the poaeibllity of freezing non-eolld samples.

SethoflB of analysis

1. Qualitative analysis

To deduce analytical information frtia the Slossbauer spectra the Bethnd sost often end euc-

eeaefully ueed la the "fingerprint method". For that a known set of Btenclard spectra of all

substances that could be expected in the unknown sample is needed. After having aessured

the Koesbauer spectrum of the sanple oae has to look for coincidence of its subepectra witiu

tbe standard spectra. Because of the partial overlapping of the subspectra, In laost cases

this problea isust Ъе solved by a canputer by applying fitting or stripping procedures (see

for example /4
t
 5/). Of course, the etendard spectra are useful only if they are significant-

ly different froa each other. Therefore the!.? швЬег is liaited to not шоге than 20 for Fe

problems* Staetisma difficulties with coincidences between standard spectra can be avoided

by measuring thea and the sample at two or шоуе different tessperaturee or in external fields.

Nevertheless the analytical problem can be solved only if the number of components possible

is the unfcnomj eonple con he supposed aa being lisaited. Bat ouch probleoa are very often

found la chemistry» sa for inotanco the determination of the components of rust samples fcrsa-

ed under various conditioae, the deterelnatlcn of cornponente in minerals (lunar samples!) or

the detenaination of reaction products. A typical esaaple for an applicatiea of the finger-

print method is the following one /6/:

The completing agent HMM (• hejsaaethyl phosphoric acid trisalde) plays an imporant role

in the technical synthesis of гаапу organic eesponnds. Often the first reaction product is a

mixture of several compounds« the knowledge of which is needed for further treatment of

thia product. Two products (sample 1, a solid cubotaacs; sample 2, e darb, oil-

like subatBcce) of a reaction involving SsCl. and SnG,» respectively, and ННРГ and butyl

chloride «ere
1
 investigated. The Uoesbauer spectra of all reaction products imaginable (pure

eubataacee) are shown aa bar diagrams la figure 1 together with the spectre of the two

samples» They «ere evaluated by computer fitting. The results are evident froa figure 1:

Sample 1 consiste of two components: SnClgO . xKKFT and. SnClj . НМИ, sssple 2 consists of

three CQBpoents: SnClgO . xHKFT, SnCa
2
 . HJCT, and 3u

2
SnClg . nHMPT

4

The врвгхгв represented by tigare 1 were measured in transmission. It is clear that the ва-

ше method applies also to scattering spectra in studies or surface compounds.

?.. Seaiitraantitativa analysis

In figure 1 tnly the line positions are ueed, but it is clear that some information on

quantitative relations cor be derived from the line intensities. She easiest method fre-

quently used is to look for changes in line intensities in dependence on some inner or out-

er parameters. Thio is based on the assusgition that line intensities increase aonotonically

with the percentage of the соет-espcnuing aisture component. In asnjr cases already informat-

ions 1'1кз
 н
воге

м
 or °1евв

в
 are valuable for the solution of a prohlem. Such relative stats-
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mente are favourable in comparison with the very high efforts necessary for the derivation

of absolute statements. This ia to be demonstrated by two examples, one of them stands for

transmission measurements, the other is a typical one for the scattering technique.

uarine; the last few years the Kossbauer speetroecopy became a more and more important method

for otudying biological compounds. Among them the haemoglobin and its derivatives ere of

great interest. As the absolute and relative f'-values of haemoglobin frozen in red cells

of blood are not known, from the Hossbauer spectra only qualitative and eemiquantitative

results can be derived. As shown in the following results /7/, the nondestructive behaviour

of the Mosebauer spectroscopy is of greatest importance for such studies because the blood

constitution can be altered very easily by the handling normally used. It was found, for

example, that anaemic blood from cancel- patients shows no significant differences in com-

parison with normal blood apart from an expected, much smaller resonance intensity due to

the smaller haemoglebin content. On the other hand it пав found 'that the normal blood handl-

ing in a hospital can alter its composition. In figure 2 spectrum I belongs to a sample of

pure blood frozen a few minutes after taking it from the paxient. It consists of two doublets

representing a haemoglobin content (Rb) and a larger oxyhseiaoglobin content (HbOg). Spectrum

II was measured under the same conditions but with a small heparin admixture in the blood.

It is seen that under the influence of the heparin [:- sulphated polysaccharide widely use

as blood anticoagulant) a considerable portion of HbO_is reduced to Hb. Furthermore an ad-

ditional doublet appears which may be interpreted as belonging to anhydrohaemoglobin or a

related compound by comparing in with the spectra (AHb in figure 2) published in /8/. The

aeme blood eedimented for 60 minutes before freezing yielded spectrum III showing a further

progress of the reduction of HbO^ to Hb. Hb ie now the prevailing compoent», Furthermore,

spectrum II changes towards spectrum III if sample Ii id heated abo?e the freezing polat

for a short tiae.

These preliminary results show that the Mossbauer spectroscopy can be used not only for

the study of cheaichal bonding of iron in haemoproteins (upon which some publications are

known already) but also for routine blood teats which are of medical interest.

Spectra cf another example demonstrating the seffliquantitative snalyis by the scattering,

method are shown in figure 3. The corrosion of the inner surface of iroa tubes of a hot-

water heating system (filled with drinking water, hardness degree 12'
J
, temperature 40° С

to 50° C) was studied. The kind of the corrosion products can be determined by the finger-

print icethod by using the standard spectra shown as bar diagrams in the lower part of figure

3. Prom that it is evident that in this case the main corrosion product of the metallic

iron (oC-Pe) is magnetite (Fe^O^). In addition to that a doublet appears in the spectra

which can be best interpreted as being due to iron carbonate (JPeCO,). It is evident, as

expected, that no considerable amount of any iron oxyhydroxide ie present. Samples Ia and

Ib (see figure 3) were exposed under the вате condition-j for 8 months, but for sample Ib

some phoaphate (5 mg PgO^/litre) pas added continuously to the water. The Inhibitor effi-

ciency of the phosphate sdiiixture is seen in the spectra from the higher contribution of

tha Of-Fe subspectrran in Ib showing a much thinner layer of the corrosion products covering

the metal substrate. Samples Ila and lib were exposed to pUoaphatized «star, sample H a

for 4 months, sample lib for 8 months. The progress of corrosion can be aeen easily in the

spectra by comparing the relative intensities of the eubspectra. It ie of interest to note

that all these spectra show the formation of iron carbonate, but no considerable coji'.ribui;-

ion of iron(IIJ) phosphate and, probably, of any other iron phosphates ie observed. This

may be explained by the reaction

3 CaCO
3
 + Pe

3
(PO

4
)

2
 ,, 3 yeCo-j + Ca

3
(PO

4
)

2

which is to be expected considering the appropriate solubility products.
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3. Quantitative enalyata

3.1 Transmleaion

All quentitbtive analyeoe by Moosbeuer opectroacopy are baeefl on the fact that for thin

samples the area of a lloeobauor line ie proportional to the nuater of the appropriate nuclei

in the Bessple. Iho influence of a finite sample thickneea Bill be considered later.

lue line area ie given by

A = к . t'. n , (1)

shore n ie the number of nuclei, f' the reeoilleoB fraction, and к a faetGr including the
resonant absorption crooa section, the radiation intensity, Bebsuring time, <i«-t»ctor resolv-
ing power, baiAgroand influences, solid angle efficiency, a&d the mass attenuation. For an
absolute quantitative analysis by ueing eq. 1 an exact determination of к i s needed, ehich
demands v»ry high experimental efforto.

Therefore,, thie method is extremely inconvenient for analytical applications, and only re-
lative me'shods are of greater interest.

Conoiderijag the relative intenity of two eubspectra i and ,1,

f
i

(2)

of one гашрЮ, then the factor к is cancelled out because it is the same for both subspectra.

For a split oubBpectrua A^ ie the вин оГ all lines belonging to it:

For a determination of А^Д , by (2) the knowledge of

ft. £ l4)

ie aeceenary. The£, can be detennined by uaiBg calibration eaasples the components i end j

with eqaail nuclear concentrations n^ = п., resulting in

£ = -i . (5)

For шоге than two components we have the relations

*
k
 •

useful for multiocaponeat calibrations. The atomic concentration ol' t̂ ro components j and и

1
is girea by g в

a, H 3
 A

3 £ (7)

ill IB ^ JB ^

£1

In order to yield results ia eeight per cent gj/100 we have to include the stoichiometric

factors 3,i,

2gi " ? ni * Si ° X (8)

which leaJLe t o _,
A± 3
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using the £ -values relative to only one component j, or otherwioe

Ak . S-
- „ • (10)

L. Aj . St ,£i

Thua, by applying eq. 9 or 10 the weight concentrations in a mixture of components contain-

ing Moeabauer nuclei can be determined by the determination o° their relative Mosebauer

line areas. In table I the constants £*• for the most ii.nortant iron corrosion producst and
m

in table II their stoichiometric factors are given /9/.

TABLE 1 Relative ЫоваЬаиаг constants fe for iron corrooion products
determined by uee of eqB. 5 and 6 (for room temperature)

\ ^ 1

m ^ - s ^

Л-Ре2О3

Ре-foil

Г-?ег°3

Л-РеООН

/3-FeOOH

x)

^•PeOOH

x)

Pe3°4
?eSO4.7ac

PeCl,.4ac

РеЮ4

1

0.821.04

0.87i.O6

0.952.13

1.33 .̂03

i.i6i.03

1.151.05

L.64^.04

2.43^.10

i.4ii.03

Pe-foil

1.22±.O6

1

1.06i.l2

1.161.22

1.62i.O9

1.4li.ll

1.4Oi.l3

2.00i.l5

2.961.27

1.721.13

r-Fe203

1.151.07

0.941.10

1

Liol.23

1.531.12

1.341.05

1.331.14

1.9oi.i6

2.ail.28

1.62I.14

(JC-PeOOH

1.051.15

0.861.16

0.921.18

1

1.401.22

1.221.20

1.211.22

1.731.28

2.561.46

1.481.23

^3-PeOOH

0.771.03

o.eai.o-j

0.661.06

0.721.12

1

0.881.05

1.251.03

0.871.06

1.25-.О6

1.851.13

1.072.05

^4-PeOOH

0.861.02

0.711.05

0.752.03

0.821.14

1.141.05

0.802.02

1

0.991.07

1.421,07

2.101.14

1.2ll.O6

Pe 3 O 4

0.871.04

0.711.07

0.761.0S

0.832,15

1.1б2,ог

1.0ll.07

1

1.431.09

2.112.17

1.221.07

PeSQ4.7eq

O.6ll.O2

0.502.04

0.532.05

o.5el.cs

0.8ll a04

O.7ll.O4

O.7Ot.O5

1

1.481.10

0.862.04

PeCl|4aq

C.411.02

О.Э42.ОЗ

0,361.04

O.39l«O7

0.551.04

0.482.03

0.472.04

0.662.04

1

0.582.04

FoK>4

0.712.02

0.582.04

0.622.05

0.681.11

0.942.03

0.822.04

0.62^.05

1.172.05

I.732.II

1

x)
 for 80° К

TABLE II Stoichiometric factors
 л л

„ ,.
4

In order tc test the deaorj.O3d quaatitstivo method sone

artificial mixtures of knotm compoaitlon wore prepared

and measured* the results ore eununariaeol in Sable III /9/

showing e good agreement 1ь most cases. It should be noted

that two measurements at different temperatures (300 К

and SO K) are necessary to distinguish between 0-PeOOH

and j'-РеОШ. Aa application of the method ia deawnatrat-

ed by figure 4 /10/. This diagram ehowa the results of

analyses of several rust samples ftsm steel plateQ expoe-

ed for six months in the open air at different places

indicated in the diagram. Prom the diagram we have to assume that the ^-PeOOH is transform-

ed into /3 -FeOOH in dependence on the 3O
2
-cotent of the air. Ho rule was found yet for- the

formation of the other ruet components. The absence of sulphates ia explained by their low

concentration in the upper layers of the Hist. Only the loose fraction of the rust wae used

for the absorber preparation.

Up to now only a few publications are known taking into account the influence of different

f'-values (see for example /10-12/). Many others, most of them concerning phase analyses in

i

Pe

F e2°3
PeOOH

P e 3°4
FeSO4 . 7 HgO

FeCl2 . & HgO

FePO4

S i

1.0000

1.4298

1.5911
1.3820

4.9776

3.5600

2.7005
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nineralogy (including e x t r a t e r r e s t r i a l samples) and metallurgy (see for example (5 , 13-17/)

assume £ • 1 for a l l components, which may re su l t in on addit ional e r ro r , sometimes ? 20 %,

ТАВЬК III Results of test analyses

Ho

1

2

3

5

Number of
l i n e s

2C

10

8

22

14

Substance

у-FeOOH

ot-PeOOH

F o3°4

у- -РеООЗ

Л-FegO-j

PeSO^ . 7 HjO

T'-PeOOH

^-PeOOH

Л-Ра00Н

PC -Pe2O3

FeSO4 . 7 HgO

Л-Рв 2О,

РйМ4

Weighed
sinount
wt-«

49.2

39.6

11.2

68.3
5.2

6 . 5

B4.8

15. 2

31.9

9.3

6.0

2.S

19.Q

60.3
19.8

Analysis
wt-%

48.215.8

39.4-7.3

12.4^3.2

B0.li4.1
8.3-4.2

U.8±12.2

82.6±1.8

17.4*1.6

76.0i6.0

10.0t4.0

7.oii,o
7.0?3.0

13.0-2.5
61.6-5.9
25.44.1

3.2 Scattering

In principle, a quantitative analysis analogous to that in transstiSBioB should be possible

for scattering experiments, too. But эошв additional difficulties mnst be taken into accoiint;

3>2.1 All theoretical treatmeats considering the-dapecdeoee of line intensities of f-Talues

and on the penetration depth aoeusse homogeneous scattering material», gust layers, for

example, cannot be considered as being homogeneous,

1.2.2 The concentration of different coapoents шау depend on the depth.

3.2.3 Rayleiga- and Bragg-scatteriag may disturb the intansity relations.

3.2.4 In moat cases the layers are not plain, ant thus shadow effects may play an important

role,

SevertlieleBB, reasonable results should be possible by measuring unknown and calibration

вашрХеа in the name (wide solid angle) geoaetry and under identical conditione of electron-

ice. Calibrations suet be dene with кл.ота аашрХев as similar ее possible to the unlcnown

oneo
(
 and the line intensity dependence on the layer thickness is seeded. Such -alibrations

for corrosion product(3 are under woxt.

Senaitivity, Bccuraoy and practical aspects

1. For aaalyticpJ. applications the ceneitirity ot ar.y method ie of great icsportance. Is

Moesbauer epectrometiy this seneitivity depend.Й strongly on the isotope used, lot us consi-

der the isotope meetly used,
 5
'Pe. For a normal ИозвЪааег expe'riment a total amoijnt of 5 nig

natural iron in the sample is sufficient, and it should be sot le-^ Шап 0.5 ag for reason-

able measuring ttnee. On the other hand concentration of 1 wt-S are enough." psuvided tnat the

sample does not contain a higU percentage of a heavy component. Thus, for example, scatter-

ing inveatigationa of corroaica producte beneath a lead containiag paint are difficult. In

organic евщровдйе, and perticularly in biological compounds, the iron concentration is often

nsuoh lese thsn 1 xrb-%, For example nonual huraan blood contains abou* Q.05 t>%-% iron., and

even the investigation of anaemic blood we Found to bt possible. Of course, is such cases

the tiiae conemaptioa per врво-Ьгиш is sore than 15 hours. The study of samples with loser
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concentrations is possible by using iaotopioally enriched iron giving ь factor of 45 at

maximum for the sensitivity. Sometimes the preparation of such enriched samples is difficult

if they are of biological origin. Figure 5 shows spectra taken from loaves of tomato plants

fed with enriched iron /18/. These spectra belong to a study of the influence of the state

of iron long on the formation of chlorophyll. The spectra demonstrate that in such cases

already a few ug of .^Fe in the sample are sufficient for the measurement, i.e. about 10

atoms,

A much lower quantity is sufficient in experiments with radioactively doped samples. Provid-

ed that the lower limit for the detection of a spectrum is a source activity of 3 ̂ Ci, only
57, lO

1 2
 nuclei.0.2 r.g of Co are needed, i . e . 2

2. Some remarks concerning quantitat ive determinations are necessary:

2,1 Usually i"'-values are measured by using single c rys ta l s , but using ouch values in eqs.

4, 9 and 10 we get wrorg r e s u l t s . This i s due to the fact t h a t the samples to be analyzed

consist of a mixture of small c r y s t a l l i t e s in aost cases. Therefore, the absorber i a fa r

from being homogeneous. Part icular ly the powder consistency involves large loca l v a r i a t i o n s

of the effective th ickness . Thus, for the experimental determinations of the £. -values as
given in table I , ca l l ib ra t ion samples must be ueed the consistency of which i s as s imi lar
as possible to that of the samples to be analyzed. Prom that follows that the g. -values are
not identical with the r a t i o s of the appropriate single o i^ s t a l f '--values. For example, in
table IV the t -va lues found for cC-FsgOj poisrder together with ferrum reductum (iron metal

TABLE IV

Pe-metal

reduced
sprayed
foil

с ct-oxide
- Pe-metal

2.72
13.3
0.82

(Л-oxide
- values for different fonne of

metallic iron found according

to eq. 5

powder from reduced ori.de), with sprayed iron (small spherical iron petal particles as used

for sister ceramics in powder metallurgy), and with a thin iron foil are shown» It is clear

that for corrosion studies the beat fit will be given by the oxide powder - metal ail combi-

nation and, on the contrary, for the various oxide phases by the powder - powder combinat-

2.2 Equations 1-5 are valid only for v̂ -ry thin samples. Taking into account a finite sample

thickness we have to use instead of vl) for the line area the formula

S = f .Л . t .. F (K,/i,f') (11)
where

?(K,/3,i"') = [ l o ( i t/2) + I ^ i t / 2 ) ] . expC-t/2) ,

t = n. <3J./?- f'= K./?. £'= effective thickness, .
I = Beasel function of imaginary argument,
/3 = relative transition probability for a line in spl i t spectra,

other symbols as commonly

The total intensity of a split spectrum is the suia of all appropriate lines:

i t h & = 1

^ ± (K,j3itf') (12)

(13)

Assuming two spectra a and b with well resolved limes we find the following estimations by

series expansions of (11):

Two single-line spectra:

Ab fb"b V / 3 B
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f n
B B
 . I 1 + 0.25 . (K

b
f

b
 -

 K

Q

f

a
> - 0.063 .

'
f
 Л

Two symmetric dublet spectra:

Ab *bnb ' P b (/5-1/2)

rbnb
Two symmetric aestet spectra (randomly oriented crystallites):

А К
 n

o
 0.5 . Р

й
(/3=0.25) + 0.333 . P_ (/3=0.167) + 0.167 с ?

в
(/3= 0.083)

АЬ fb "b ' °'5 • V / 3 " 0 ' 2 5 5 + °'3 3 3 ' ?

^ £а̂ а . [ i f 0.049 . (Vb " V a } + "
~ f ЬПЬ

One six-line apeotnua and ono two-line spectrum:

0.5 . F_(i3bO.25) + 0.333 . ?. (/8=0.167) + 0.167 . Fo(/i= 0,083)

Pb( ^ = 0.5)

f' n f .
•• /-

 a
" * 1 + 0.076 . (K

b
f

b
 + 0.64 . (S^f^ - K

a
f^ )) + .... (17)

Equationa (14-16) show that eq. (5) is a very good approximation lor spectra of the вате

type if f^R* f^. The relationa are more complicated for [f' «s;f/1 > 0 and for spectra of

different types* If there ie a partial overlapping of aubspectra tuen an additional modific-

ation of the effective thicknesa results for the overlapping lines.

Taking into account these complications due to differencea in the effective th.i;kness we

have to expect errors of the order of 10 % in analytical applications. Hsnco the results

eumaariaed in table III are mirpristngly good.

3. Considering the accuracy of Quantitative determinations, particularly in corrosion atud-

ies, we have to take into account also errors due to erroneous etoichiometric factors Sj.

It ie tanowB that corrosion products шаг have some water deficit changing slightly the spec-

trua end S., too. Furthermore, among the corrosion products we have to expect very small

particles with superparafflagaetie behaviour, and defect structures not attributable to BEV

bulk oxide phase. For instance, euperparaaagnetic ^-fe.O. «aa identified as a corrosion pro-

duct /19/. Special diffieultiea arise froa (X-FeOOH, because it впояв Euperparamagnetiam

even for relatively large panicle diameters. In moat cases the superparamagnetie contribut-

ions can be estimated by recording additional spectra at low temperatures.

Takiag into account ,the described difficulties ете cannot expect analytical results with

errors less thau 10..,20 % (and even higher for very different concentrations). The only

method which is comparable with Mosstwuerapectrometrlc phase analysis is the phase analysis

by X-rays. The time and work consumption ie eompsx'atively high. Z-ray results are reported

mostly aa having errors of only a few per cent. But the fact haa to be taken into consider-

ation that in the x-ray corrosion analysis a fraction of an *isdeteiS!ined "rontgen-aniorphous"

bfidcjiround remains which is of the oi»der of 30 % and soaetiBea йоге. In recent years it was

found that infrared spectroaoopy maj/ be helpful in corrosion phase analysis, too. ?hus, of

course, we have to «speot ssoat accurate results он the composition of corrosion products

by applying the Hosabauer apectrometrlc phase analysis in contination with!-ray and infrar-

ed measurements.
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4. Great difficulties arise in the interpretation of specti-a oy the fingerprint nethod if

the spectra consist of a large number of ilnes. In such oases a simplification of spectra

is possible by using a selective excitation of lines. This method, shown in /20-24/, allowa

us to look for transitions from only one sublevel of the excited nuclear s ta te . From figure

с the reduction in the number of lines is evident. In figure ba the normal spectrum of

A_pe20, is shown, in figures 6b, c, d the spectra resulting from this substance after

selective of the sixth, fifth and fourth line, respectively, are shorn. Tbe spectrum in

figure 6e is due to an iron oxide prepared in order to look for the 6 -modification of PeOOH.

Its Bhape could be explained by euperparamagnatic fluctuation effects or by a broad distribut-

ion of internal magnetic fields constant in time. This sample was selectively excited with

a ganmsa-ray energy indicated by the arrow in figure 6e. The resulting spectrum is shown in

figure £>f. It consists of an unshifted line due to Rayleigh scattering and of a broad, near-

ly triangular background. The la t t e r one must be due to relaxation effects because a field

distribution would result in additional lines. Thua, selective excitation can bo used for

a reduction of the line number in complicated spectra an well as for the decision whether

a deformed spectrum iB due to relaxation effects or due to a diatribution of the magnitude

of internal magnetic fielde.

Summarizing I think all these analytical aspects of the Hossbauer spectroecopy reviewed

lead to the following conclusions: We have to consider the Hossbauer speetroaeopy ao an

analytical tool in the classical asaning of this term, too. It is a useful supplementary

method in addition tc other methods, but in several special fields and for a variety of

problems i t is the most useful method. For such applications i t s importance will continue

to rise in the nearest future.
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